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The DYSCO program has been under development since 1979. It has been funded by
Army and Air Force laboratories and by the Kaman Aerospace Corporation. It is
presently available at a number of government and nongovernment installations. It
has been used to analyze a very broad range of dynamics problems.
A principle feature of the software design of DYSCO is the separation of the execut/ve
from the technology. The executive, which controls all the operations, is "intelligent"
in the sense that it "knows" that its function is to assemble differential equations and
to prepare them for solution. The "technology library" contains FORTRAN routines
which perform standard functions, such as, computing the equation coefficients of an
element {or "component") g/yen the local state at any time. The technology library also
contahns algorithms and procedures for solving the coupled system equations.
The system was designed to allow easy additional of technology to the library. Any
linear or nonlinear structural entity, control system, or set of ordinary differential
equations may be simply coded and added to the library, as well as algorithms for time
or frequency domain solution.
The program wlJLl_e described with emphasis on its usefulness in easily modeling
unusual concepts and configurations, performing analysis of damage, evaluating new
algorithms, and simulating dynamic tests. Illustrations of several typical and
Illustrative applications wi@fb_ presented. A summary of the technology presently
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